Wonder - Study Questions
Part 4 - Jack pages 134-185

Directions: On your own paper, you need to answer the following questions. You do not have to write the questions but you must answer in complete sentences. Remember to always include part of the question stem in your answers. Also make sure that you include textual evidence from the novel.

Comprehension Questions:

01. Why doesn’t Jack want to go meet August?
02. Why did Veronica make the kids leave the ice cream shop?
03. Why did Jack change his mind about meeting August in the end?
04. What are the four things Jack mentions in the section titled Four Things?
05. What are some of the things Jack likes about August?
06. Who does Jack blame for their friendship ending?
07. What did Jack name his sled?
08. Why do people assume Jack’s family is rich?
09. In the section titled In Science, how does Jack feel after realizing what he had done?
10. In the section titled Partners, what happened when Julian insulted August?
11. In the section titled, Season’s Greetings, what did we learn about Julian’s family?
12. What do Jack’s parents think about Julian’s family?
13. What rumors are Julian spreading?
14. Why didn’t Jack sit with August the first day?
15. Who has more support, Jack or Julian?

Critical Thinking Questions

01. Why did Veronica say, “That poor lady” instead of “That poor child?”
02. What does Jack mean when he says he feels “rainy, yucky, and slushy” inside?
03. What are some possible topics August could write about for his writing assignment?
04. Why did Jack punch Julian after he called August a freak?
05. Why do you think Mr. Tushman didn’t expel Jack from school? What does this tell us about Mr. Tushman?
06. How do you think Jack will react to having “the plague?”